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Introduction.

You have already heard from Valentin Zakharov [1) about some of the ideas

currently discussed by theorists, and some of the motivations they offer for

expeeting new physics in the range of-mass ~p to 0(1) TeV~ In this talk I plan

to go into more deta.il about.-ratet, signatures and backgroundsfoT.these new

physics possibilities. Most' of my remarks CODCun hadron-hadron (hh) colliders,

but I will also enter a plea .~n. helialf of e+e~ collider.. ~st of the discus-

sion on hh collider phenomenology- is b.ased on work done with Graciela Gelmini

and Henrik Kowalski in preparation for the recent Lausaunne workshop on a

possible Large. Hadron Collider in the LEP tunnel. Our work is described more

completely in the Proceedings of that meeting, and you are referred there [~]

for more details of the topics discussed here [3].

Section 2 of this talk contains some general comments on rates and final

state distributions for new particle production. in hh collisions. In particu-

lar, the average physics reaches of colliders with different centre-of-mass

energies E, luminosities L and beams Ct>P or ppl are compared. Section 3
cm

contains case studies of some of the possible new physics discussed by

Zakharov, ~inlyBi,gs bosons and supersymmetric particles, but also with. a



few remarks about technicolor [4J. Section 4 summarizes these studies of new

particle production at large hh colliders. Finally, Section 5 pleads the clean

liness of e+e- colliders (5) compared to hadron-hadron colliders, gives a guess

as to the appropriate conversion factors between E em in e+e- and hh collisions

[6J, urges the complementarity of e+e- and hh colliders, and argues that a ratio-

nal mix of world accelerators would include both species.

2. General Comments on Rates and Distributions.

Cross-sections for new heavy particle. production in "hh colli.ders have the

general Drell-Yan [7} form

u(x) • fdT~(T) ~ (X)
ab ab (1 )

,.,
where aab is the subprocess cross-section for par tons of species a and b to

collide to form the new state X (e.g Of e (qq+gg», T :m
2/E2

and!R ab is theX em
differential luminosity for collisions of partons of types a and b:

(2)

with xa and ~ the fractions of the beam energies carried by the partons a and

b respectively. Formulae (1) and (2) with the parton ~istributions scaled up

raJ from present energies using the Altarelli-Parisi equations ~] ma~ be ap-

proximately correct to within a factor of 2 for the production of particles

with ~ ~ 00.0- 2
) Ecm' say' ~ 0(100) GeV for hh colliders with Ecm-lO to 40

TeV. Some typical parton-parton luminosity functions [8J for pp and pp
collisions are shown in Fig. 1: they DO not vary hy verymuch.ln the range

10 TeV <E <40 TeV.. One gener,.llyexpects a tlgeome.trtc~,~!fQno for the.
em
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subprocess cross-sections:

6 (X) x

1

0 (1) for strong processes

0(10-~) for electroweak processes

(3a)

(3b)

Fig. 2 shows some of the parton-parton luminosity functions of Fig. 1 multiplied

by the geometric strong cross-section factor (3a). The next generation of hh

•colliders is expected [10] to have luminosities L in the range of L=103 2 cm-2

sec-1 (pp?) to 103 3 cm-2 sec-1(pp?), corresponding to an integrated luminosity

of 103 9 (10 4 °) cm-2 in a theoretical "year" of 107 seconds. We consider an

"observable" cross-section to be one with ~ 0(103 ) events in such a "year",

corresponding to a cross-section a ~ 10-3 6 cm2 (pP?) to 10-3 7 cm2(pp?), indi-

cated by the dashed and dotted horizontal lines respectively in Fig. 2. We

see that the physics reach of hh colliders with E =lOto 40 TeV extends out to
em

several TeV for strongly interacting particles, and 0(1) TeV for electroweak

particles whose cross-sections (3b) are expected to be 0(10-~) smaller.

In more detail, we find [2] that between E -10 and 40 TeV the attainableem

m~sses of strongly interacting particles produced by uu collisions increases as

m (strong) a E O(~)
X em

In the range of luminosities between 103 2 and 103 3 cm-2 sec-1 we find that

mx (strong) a J.f 0 (Oo2)

while when comparing production by uu annilhilation in pp and pp collisions

m (strong) Ippx
m (strong) IPPx

Combining equations (5) and (6) we see that the physics reaches via uu
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annihilation in pp collisions at L=103 2 cm- 2 sec-1 and pp collisions at L=103 3

cm-2 sec-1 are comparable. as can indeed be seen directly in Fig. 2. However. a

higher luminosity pp collider has other advantages. notably for electroweak pro-

duction mechanisms whose subprocess cross-sections are generally smaller (3b) and hence

probe smaller values of T where the pp and the pp parton-parton luminosity

functions ~(T) are very similar (see Fig. 1). Moreover. the parton-parton

luminosities for gluon-gluon collisions are the same in pp and PP. so their

rates will always be larger in higher luminosity pp collisions. Therefore pp

colliders are to be preferred.

It is a general consequence of the known parton distributions that "inter-

esting" new heavy states tend to be produced centrally. typically with rapidi-

~es Iyl ~ 2•. Later we will see examples of this general rule in Higgs produc

tion and in the jet decays of gluinos [2J. In contrast. "boring" old light

states tend to be produced forward. for example the rapidity distribution for

+
ll- production extends [3J out to Iyl ~ S as seen in Fig. 3. implying that 2/3

+of the W- decay within SO of the beam-pipe. These remarks on final state dis-

tributions are summarized in the "Angle of Archaeology" [2J shown in Fig. 4.

At any given hh collider. today's physics comes out at large angles to the

beams. yesterday's physics at smaller angles. last week's physics at even smaller

angles. etc .• until palaeozooic physics such as elastic scattering is invisibly

close to the beams. Physicists interested in different epochs can co-exist at

different angles.

3. Case Studies of New Particle Production.

3.1 Higgs Production.

3everal mechanisms for Higgs production are usually considered.,~~a~~ing
<~ .~ -4o,;l"'_~'_;

with gluon-gluon fusion~ through virtual quark loops as in Fig. Sa [11].
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A

The subprocess cross-section a for this process is sensitive to the assumed

heavy quark mass. If one only includes the t quark, a a (mt/mn)~ for m
t
«~.

Curves [2] for m
t=35

GeV and 100 GeV are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b-respectively.

We see that if m
t=35

GeV the cross-section falls below the limit of "observa-

bility" of 00/10) pb for m.> 400 (600)(800) GeV at E =10(20)(40) TeV. The
H cm

reaction gg+H has the disadvantage of not possessing any final state signature

beyond the Higgs decay products, which are predominately rt for 2mt<~<2~ and

predominately w+w- and ZOZO for heavier Higgses.

*In contrast, the §q+w +W+H reac~ion [12] illustrated in Fig. 5b contains a

spectator W in the final state, yielding ttW configurations if 2mt<~<2mw' and

WWW if ~>2mw. However, the cross-section is smaller than for the gg+H reactions,

as can be seen in Fig. 7. The cross-section falls below the "observable" limit of

1/10 pb for ~.>220(280)(360) GeV at E = 10(20)(40) TeV.
H em

Another reaction mechanism with a final state event signature is qq or

gg+ttH as illustrated in Fig. 5c. A new complete calculation [13] gives the

results shown in Fig. 8. For example a(rtH) = 3pb for mt=35 GeV and ~= 120

GeV at E =20 TeV. Also shown in Fig 8 is a parallel background calculation (13).
cm

to which we return shortly.

The final reaction considered [14] is WW+H, illustrated in Fig. 5d. This

may be the most promising mechanism for mn>0(400) GeV, and gives "observable"

cross-sections above 1/10 ph for all mn in the expected range up to 1 TeV for

E > 20 TeV, as seen in Fig. 9. Unfortunately, like gg+H it does not have acm '

clear signature to tag Higgs production events.

How observable is the Higgs? We expect [15] Higgs bosons with masses

o<~< 0(100) GeV to have been detected at LEP before any large hh collider comes

into operation. If 0(100)<~ <0(200) GeV, we expect H+tt decay to dominate.

and there to be an enormous background for gg+H or WW+H from simple gg or qq+!t
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production, and for ttH production from gg or qq~tt ft production [13] as seen

in Fig. 8. However, the background to qq~W+H from qq~ttW seems [13] to be not

much larger than the signal, and it may be possible to detect the Higgs via

this reaction, +:-If 0(200)<~<0(400} GeV, we expect [16] H+W W and Z9Z~ decays

to dominate, and the Higgs to have a total decay width mucn less than its mass.

f - +: - 0 •Un ortunately, the background reaction [17] qq~ W or Z Z , whose total cross-

section is shown in Fig. 10 and whose do!dmcw+w-) distribution is shown in Fig.

11, is larger than gg+H or WW+H in this mass range unless angular cuts are made.

More optimistically, according to preliminary calculations, we do not expect

large backgrounds to W+H from WWW production, or to tt+H from ttWW production.

If 0(400)<~<0(1000) GeV we expect [J.6J the Higgs boson to be broad with

r(H~+W-+ZoZ~») 1/10 mn. As seen in Figs~ 7 and 8 we expect unobservably small

cross-sections for W+H or !t+H production. Moreover, O{gg+Hl. < q(WW+Hl unless

3.2 Supersymme.try Production.

m
t

is large. The broadness· of the Higgs makes it difficult to detect WW+H,

- + - + ~unless we can suppress the qq~W W background due to the W W cross-section at large·

m(W+W-) (Fig. 11) using the sharp forward-backward peaking in the angular distri-

bution (lig. 12). Recall that the cross-~ection for WW4fl falls relatively

slowly for large ~ (~ig. 91. and that the spin-zero Higgs has an isotropic

decay angular distribution.

Although complete background studies are· not yet completed [181, it is

clear that finding a Higgs boson at anhh. collider will not be easy.

, lViel<f\ C./;~ _
Let us concentrate on the productiQn of st~ongly i8tegYa.tin~squarksq

and gluinos g, since they have the largest cross-sectiDns [)9] in bb collisions~

As seen in Fig, 13, one cal.cu1ates 0 (iSl. to be "observable", i ..,e .. , above

1/10 pb, formi :C"1(l-61 (2-41 TeV at Kem- 10(20) (40) TeV.. In most superspnmetric

models [~] the g should decay into normal hadrons and a lighter photino,
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probably g+qqy. The photino, being neutral and weakly interacting, escapes

15 shows that theFigure

from the apparatus much as a neutrino, thereby providing a large missing p
T

. miss
s1gnature: p =0(m-/3) as seen in Fig. 14.T g.

total gg cross-section is not greatly reduced if one restricts to final states

with

(7)

Where ET is the total transverse ~,nergy in t he event. The quantity a in

miss .equation (7) is a guess at t he resolution in PT based on expenence with

the UAI detector. We see in Fig. (}6a) that the rapidity distribution for

q or q jets from g-+qqy is quite central,with

(8)

jet. whose distribution is shown in

The average opening angle between jets is about 90 Q
, and the p of the smallest

T

Fig.. 1Gb, averages 140 GeV if m- .. 1 TeV.
gP

T
m:J,.ssThus gg events giving 4-jet final states with lal;'ge PT are quite different

from conventional hn collider events.

Figure 17 shows [19J that cr(gg) should be "observable" wfth. cr> io pb for

m- <0'9 (1-4) (2-0) TeV for E = 10(20) (40) TeV. Once again there is a largeq. em

Shown in Fig, 18 is the

= O(m~/2), which is even more impressive.
q

We see in Fig. 19a that the rapidity cHstribution of jets from qq production

missing P
T

signature. even if q~qg followed hy g+qqy.
miss . - -missPi s~gnature for q~qy decay: PT

followed by q-+qg, ~qq Ydecay is quite central:

~
<12.? .. 1-2

while the average of themimimum jet PT distribution shown in Fig. 19b is

about 90 GeV, The ayerage angular distributipn between the jets from

(9)



the q+qg, g+qqy decay chain is about 60°. It seems on the basis of these

calculations that the final states containing 6 jets (~+qg,g+qqy) or 2 jets

(q+qy) with large missing PT should also be quite distinctive.

A possible source of physics background is heavy qq production, e.g .•

c'C, bI> or t E, followed by semiIeptonic decay: Q+Lvq in which the final state

charged lepton is not seen. To escape detection, a decay muon would probably

~ eneed PT <5 GeV while a decay electron would need PT <50 GeV unless it hid inside

a jet. Such events give a p;iSS vector which is almost parallel to one of the

final state jets .. with its momentum transyerse to the jet axis PTT <InQ/2(IDt/F20

missGeV?). By contrast. sparticle pair production gives a PT vector whose distri-

bution is almost isotropic in the azimuthal angle 0, as seen in Fig. 20. It

-herefore seems likely that this physics background can be eliminated by a

suitable cut in PTT~ There is also the instrumental background due to imper-

fect calorimeter energy resolution (7)~ However. the UAI collaboration [20] has al-

ready shown that it is possible to pick out and work with a small event sample

. miss
havlng PT <40 (ll. This should be even easier at higher energies. since

Er= O(m g) in equation (7) implies

(10)

miss I Iwhile one expects PT = 0 (mg 3 or mq 2 ).

It should be relatively easy to detect strongly interacting sparticles weigh

ing up to 0(1) TeV at a large hh collider.

3.3 Technicolor

Shown in Fig. 21 are cross-sections for the production of neutral color

octet technipions P ~ of mass ;: 250 GeV [21J. color octet technivectors V~ and

V~ of mass;: 900 GeV[20]. and the techniquark continuum QTQT' calculated [2]



for two guesses at the effective techniquark mass. We see that all the rates

TeV. Detectable signatures might incldue P~-+tt and

o -
There is a large background to P8-+tt f~om conventional

are large for E ~ 10cm
o + +

v
8-+g+(y

or ZO), vS-+g+W-.

gg-+tt[23). Assuming an experimental resolution of ±S% in the tt invariant mass,

we find [Z)

o o(gg-+ Pa-+tt)

o (gg-+'ft )
1
3

(11)

This ratio can be improved [2] by making angular cuts. for example if one selects

events with polar angle 8: le-n/ZI< n/4. then the signal-to-background ratio

( 11) becomes 1 to 1.

In view of the large cross-section shown in Fig. 21. it seems possible to

detect technicolor at a lar~hh collider.

4. "Observability" of New Particles at hh Colliders.

On the basis of the case studies in section 3. we can pick out some im-

portant signatures one should be able to detect at a large hh collider.

(tt) pairs: These are useful in searches for Higgs bosons and for technipions.

Multiple W±. Zo: These are important for heavy Higgs searches. and perhaps

for technicolor searches. In view of the low rates for Higgs production. one

would not like to pay the price of a leptonic decay branching ratio factor of

a few percent for each W± or Zoo and it would be desirable to have some ef-

ficiency for picking up W± or ZO -+ dijets. It may be enough to be able to

detect these in events where another W± or ZO leptonic decay is used as a

tag.

~~ssing PT: Good resolution in P
T

is essential for Bupersymmetric particle

misssearches. Fnrtunately, the expected P
T

signature may be easier to detect
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miss ~at higher energies, since PT a mg, whereas the resolution 0 a mi·

Multijet mass bumps: Good multijet mass resolution is a necessity for the (tt),
+ •

W- and ZO searches whose necessity has already been mentioned.

y+jet mass bumps: Good resolution here would be useful for technico10r searches

as discussed in subsection 3.3, and also in limits for excited quarks (24)

(not discussed here).

Charged leptons e, ~,t, ... : Good efficiency for detecting these is clearly a

sine qua non for many of the other searches discussed above. It is also desir-

able as a veto for hunts for supersymmetry via missing PT.

How difficult would it be to find at an hh coUider the "expected" new

particles discussed here? A preliminary conclusion is that supersymmetry

would be relatively easy, teehnico~r would be possible, and a conventional
~

Biggs boson would be relatively difficult, though n~impossible.

The physics reaches of different possible hh colliders are summarized in

Tables 1, 2 and 3. Table 1 indicates with what colliders one could be sure ~f

producing an "observable" number of Higgses in all the mass range up to 1 TeV.

Table 2 summarizes the physics reaches for gluinos (squarks) as functions

of E and L.em

Finally, Table 3 summarizes the "observability" of the cross-sections for

technipion and technivector production for different E and L.
cm

Needless to say, the selection of new physics discussed here is purely a

reflection of personal prejudice. Others are free to consider the observa-

bility of their own favorite particles at different hh colliders. Others are

also free to decide how much they are prepared to pay in time and/or money for

~ the higher energy and/or luminosity hh colliders listed in the Tables.

5. Comparison be~een e+e- and hh co11iders.

Such a comparison [6] can only be based on subjective criteria which are
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different for different physicists. It is as well to state one's basic assump-

tions as axicm B which one does not attempt to derive. My first axiom is:

Axiom 1: e+e- collisons are cleaner than hh collisions.

I believe this to be true because the E is better determined for e+ecm

collision than fOT parton-parton scattering in hh collisions, and because there

+-are no "minimum-bias" ormult:lple interaction backgrounds' in e e Also, it is

in my judgement very difficult to detect a heavy new electroweakly interact

ing particle such as a slepton in hh collisions, though it easy in e+e- colli-

sions. Many physicists would accept axiom I, but then ask pointedly: what

+-E in e e corresponds to what E in hh? My answer [6J is in Table 4. Ihavecm cm

taken an arbitrary "basket ll of different lIinteresting" physics processes, c;:al-

culated the equivalent E in e+e- required to obtain the same reach in masscm

as at a given hh collider, displayed the corresponding E {e+e-)/E (bb)
cm cm

ratio, and finally taken the geometric m~n of all the calculated ratios. I

conclude ~hat, on the average,

Ecm

Ecm
(hh) = 40 TeV -++ E

cm
+ -(e e ) = 4 TeV

(12)

The different ratios in the bottom line of Table 4, and the resultant rela

+ -tively slow increase in E (e e ) (12), relect the previous claim (4) that
em

the effective physics reach in hh collisions rises like E O(~), while the
cm

physics reach in e+e- collisions rises like E • A second pointed question
em

is: when could an e+e- collide with E ~ 2 to 4 TeV b. built? Would it be
cm

slower than 8,n hh collider with E = 10 to 40 TeV, or could it be on a simicm

lar time-scale? Answers. [5 Jwill be provided tomorrow by Ric!liter and by

Skrinskv. In the discussions of the next few days, I urge that another axiom



be accepted.

Axi 2 L hh and e+e- llid Iom : arge co ers are comp ementary.

Because of this axiom. I do not advocate that all the next generation of

+ -large colliders be e e. It would be nice also to have an hh collider,

although my axiom 1 would indicate that for comparable E (12). e+e
cm

co11iders do better physics. It would probably be wiser to have a mix of large

co1liders in the 1990's: + -one e e with E 2: 2 TeV, and one hh withcm

E ~ 10 TeV, plus other accelerators if we are very lucky.cm
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Figure Captions

1. Effective parton-parton luminosity functions [2] plotted in terms of

~. Note the similarity of the luminosities in pp and pp collisions

for ;:r 5: 0·1 corresponding to "xS 110 Eem

2. Some of the parton-parton luminosity functions of Fig. 1 multiplied [2]

2by a geometric cross-section factor 1/mX [3]. The horizontal

dashed (dotted) lines correspond to a = 1 (1/10) pb above which

cross sections should be observable with a hadron-hadron luminosity

of 1032(1033) cm-2 sec-1

3. Rapidity distribution [3] for +pp ~ w + X at E = 40 TeV.em

4. The angle of archaeology: today's physics emerges at wide angles.

"~ yesterday's physics emerges closer to the beam-pipe. last week's even

closer. etc.

5. (a) Virtual quark loop diagram [11] for gg ~ H;

*(b) Diagram [12] for qq ~ W + W + H;

(c) Diagrams [15 J for gg ~tt + Hand qq +tt + H;

(d) Diagram [14] for qq + qqWW ~ qqH.

6. Cross-sections [2] for gg ~ H through t quark loops with mt lIZ 35 GeV.

70 GeV and 100 GeV.

7. Cross-sections [2] for W+ H production.

8.

9.

10.

Cross-sections [ 2,13] for tt + H production. together with (tttt)

backgrounds calculated for mt• 35. 70 GeV.

Cross-sections I 2,14.] for H production by WW fusion.

Total-cross sections [2J for W+W- prochii::'t:{on"by qq collisions

at hh colliders.
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11. Invariant mass distributions [2] dO/dm(W+W-) :+:-
for ~ W production.

12. Angular distributions [17] for w+w- pair production" in the centre-of-mass

of the pair.

13. Cross-sections [2] for gluino pair production [19] at hh colliders.

14. Missing Pr signature [2] for gg production followed ~y -g -+ qqy decay •
•

15. Effect on the total cross-sections of Fig. 13 of restricting [2] to

miss
events with missing Pr: PT > 40 with 0 given by Eq. (7).

16. (a) Rapidity distribution [2] for q and q jets fro. g -+ qqy decay,

for E = 20 TeV, m- = 1 TeV;em g

(b) distribution [2] in p of the smallest jet P..." for the same choices
T ~

of E and m-.
em g

17. Cross-sections [2] for qq pair production at hh coUliders.

18. Missing P
T

signature [2] for qq production followe~ by q -+ qy decay.

19. (a) Rapidity distribution [2] of jets from qq pro4uction followed by

q -+ qg,.g -+ qqy decay, assuming m- = 1 TeV. ~ = 0.7 TeV. and
q g

(b) distribution [2] in PT of the smallest PT jet:, for the same choice

of parameters.

20. Distributions [2] in the projection of the missinfg PT vector transverse to

the closest observed jet from gg production follo~d by g -+ qqy

decay.

21. Cross-sections [2J for neutral color octet technilPion IS.
neutral color octet technicolor VB' charged color octet technivector

+
Vsand technicolor continuum produc~ion~



E (TeV)
em

-2 -1L(em sec )
10 20 40

1032(pp?) X X .;

1033cpp?) X .; .;

TABLE 1: "Observab1e"produetion of Higgses up to 1 TeV

in mass

Eem' masses (TeV)

-2 -1L(em sec )
10 20 40

1032(pp ?) 0-6(0-6) 1-1(0-9) 1-S0-3)

1033(pp?) 0-9(0-9) 1-6(1·4) 2·4(2·0)

TABLE 2: "Observable" masses for gluinos (squarks)
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E (TeV)em
-2 -1L(em sec )

10 20 40

1032(pp?) .; .; .;

•

1033(pp?) .; .; .;

TABLE 3: Teehnieo1or "Observabi1ity"
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Process Ehh • 10 TeV Ehh _ 40 TeV
em cm

Jet pairs 0-44 0-28

+ - 0·09 0·031.1 lJ

heavy (s)lepton 0-09 0-03

heavy ZO 0-23 0 ..15

+heavy W- 0-5 0'35

techni eta 0-2 0-08

gluino 0-24 0-12

heavy quark 0-14 0-07

geometric mean 0-2 0"1

+-(Ratios E (e e )/E (hh) for selected reactions)
em em

TABLE 4: Comparison of E for e+e- and hh colllders
em
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